Carotid endarterectomy; local or general anaesthesia?
to review the evidence for theoretical and clinical benefits of local or general anaesthesia for carotid endarterectomy. literature review. animal studies suggest cerebral protection by a variety of general anaesthetic agents but clinical evidence is lacking. There is some clinical evidence that normal cerebral protective reflexes are preserved with local anaesthesia. Shunt insertion is the most widely used method of providing cerebral protection with awake testing the most reliable monitoring technique for the identification of ischaemia. There are therefore theoretical arguments for a reduced risk of perioperative stroke when local anaesthesia is used and this is supported by a meta-analysis of non-randomised studies. Intraoperative blood pressure is always higher with local anaesthesia but the incidence of postoperative haemodynamic instability seems to be independent of anaesthetic technique. There is little evidence that myocardial ischaemia is more common with either anaesthetic technique but meta-analysis of non-randomised again suggests fewer cardiac complications with local anaesthesia. Cranial nerve injury and haematoma formation may be less common with local anaesthesia but the evidence is weak. There is no evidence that surgery is more difficult with local anaesthesia or that it is poorly tolerated by the patients. there are theoretical arguments and clinical evidence that the outcome from carotid endarterectomy may be better when local anaesthesia is used with no significant disadvantages. An appropriately designed randomised trial is required to confirm this.